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A Strategy for DoD Manufacturing Science and Technology
R&D in Precision Fabrication

Executive Summary

DoD's Manufacturing Science and Technology (MS&T) Program sponsors
R&D to improve advanced manufacturing processes in four major areas: preci-
sion fabrication, electronics processing, composite materials processing, and
manufacturing systems. Precision fabrication - the accurate and repeatable
processing of engineered materials into structures and shapes that are later as-
sembled into subsystems and end products - includes processes that join, re-
shape, or consolidate materials; change their form; reduce their mass; or change
their structure.

In 1993, precision fabrication R&D received $49 million, or about 9 percent
of the $569 million the Program allocated to process development. By way of
comparison, electronics processing received $472 million, or 83 percent. For the
reasons given below, we recommend that precision fabrication R&D funding be
increased to $128 million annually or - if MS&T funds are constrained to the de-
gree that such an allotment is not feasible - that funding for the three nonelec-
tronics areas combined be boosted from 17 percent of the program to at least
50 percent.

One guideline for determining the level of R&D funding is to express it as a
percentage of sales. In the years 1986 - 1989, total R&D in U.S. manufacturing in-
dustries averaged 4.7 percent of sales. The Federal portion, included in that
number, averaged 1.6 percent. In contrast, current DoD funding for precision
fabrication R&D is low, representing only 0.6 percent of the $8 billion DoD
spends annually on precision fabrication manufacturing activities. Our
$128 million recommendation is derived by applying the Federal R&D average of
1.6 percent of sales to that $8 billion figure.

In support of the notion that precision fabrication R&D funding should be
increased to be proportional to overall DoD R&D funding, we note that precision
fabrication activities display relatively high "shop-floor" manufacturing labor
costs and relatively low "above-the-shop-floor" mechanical engineering and
toolmaking costs. While high cost itself does not necessarily indicate large op-
portunity for savings, that division of costs does indicate that many advanced
features of electronics manufacturing - such as design for automation and auto-
mated process control - have yet to be fully exploited in the more traditional
areas of precision fabrication. Hence our belief that significant returns are to be
gained by focusing additional R&D funding on precision fabrication.
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Once overall funding for precision fabrication R&D has been determined,
the funds must be allocated to technical areas within precision fabrication. By
consulting industry associations, private companies, and technical experts, we
have sought to identify opportunities for improving quality, increasing produc-
tivity, and reducing cost by applying precision fabrication R&D. While the range
of responses has been understandably broad, three technical areas stand out as
especially promising: flexible manufacturing, process modeling, and sensor-based con-
trol.

Flexible manufacturing is the ability to fabricate different types and quantities
of parts economically to meet varying demands with an unchanging set of ma-
chinery. Flexible manufacturing technologies make small batches more economi-
cal and lower the sensitivity of unit costs to volume. We recommend that the
MS&T Program sponsor R&D to improve techniques for setup (e.g., workhold-
ing, tool setting, aligning, checking out); expand the capability of individual
processes so that a single piece of equipment can process a larger variety of parts;
and develop process equipment that performs multiple functions.

Process modeling involves the use of analytical tools to improve the under-
standing of the physics and chemistry of precision processes. We recommend
that MS&T attention be directed at developing computer simulations for predict-
ing process behavior that is not well understood or process parameter values
that are outside the realm of experience; speeding the validation of experimental
process results and their incorporation into data bases; providing information
needed for automated process planning and control; and updating data on mate-
rials whose behavior is well known, in order to reflect advances in process capa-
bility. Taking these steps can dramatically reduce scrap and rework - especially
in first-article production - and the need for manual inspection of subsequent
articles.

Sensor-based control involves automatically detecting and compensating for
changes that affect a process's precision. Conditions that can be monitored by
sensors include workpiece conditions (e.g., geometry, strain, and heat profile),
tool condition (e.g., wear and breakage), workholding condition (e.g., offset,
alignment, and rigidity), and equipment condition (e.g., vibration, power con-
sumption, and bearing temperature). Process sensors can be integrated with ma-
chines, machine controllers, and manufacturing engineering data bases. They
can take readings at much smaller time intervals and with much higher resolu-
tion than is possible with manual inspection techniques. Sensors help reduce
process variability, help reduce the need for process interruption (for manual in-
spection), and can reduce the amount of scrap due to excess material removal.

In addition to supporting technologies that improve the overall affordability
of defense products, the MS&T Program must satisfy the demands of high-
priority weapons program offices (e.g., F-22, F/A-18 E/F aircraft) for process
technologies necessary to meet program performance, cost, and schedule goals.
Also, in the absence of commercial competition, MS&T must ensure that process
capabilities unique to defense manufacturing (e.g., the production of ammuni-
tion and large cannon) are advanced. At present, DoD has little information to
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guide the assigning of priorities to weapon system and defense-unique require-
ments for precision fabrication R&D. We recommend that the Services meet and
exchange such information as part of future MS&T planning.

Currently, 66 percent of DoD's precision fabrication R&D is spent to satisfy
high-priority weapons-related and defense-unique process objectives; 8 percent
is spent in the flexible manufacturing area; 23 percent on process modeling; and
3 percent on sensor-based control. We recommend that the MS&T Program
management establish guidelines for balancing weapons-related and defense
-unique process objectives with the broader "technology for affordability" objec-
tive established by the Director of Defense Research and Engineering. We fur-
ther recommend that until such guidance is established and until the Services
collectively identify weapon-system and defense-unique requirements for preci-
sion fabrication R&D, funding for flexible manufacturing, process modeling, and
sensor-based control be increased to 50 percent of the precision fabrication
budget and that all three of these technical areas receive equal funding. Given
the $128 million that precision fabrication R&D would receive if funded as rec-
ommended, each area would receive $21 million annually. The remaining
$65 million should be applied to weapon-system and defense-unique process
R&D requirements.
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CHAPTER 1

Background

PURPOSE

The Manufacturing Science and Technology (MS&T) Program within DoD
sponsors R&D to improve advanced manufacturing processes. Despite the de-
dine in defense acquisitions, weapon designers continue to create advanced
products that must be fabricated from a new generation of exotic materials, in-
cluding ceramics and metal-matrix composites. These products are not solely
those destined for new weapons systems; often they are upgrades or re-
designed spare parts being manufactured for insertion into already fielded sys-
tems. R&D applied to precision fabrication technologies can enhance the manu-
facture of products from new materials and can give new efficiencies and
precision to processes that transform established materials. The study embodied
in this report was undertaken to update the MS&T Program's strategy for preci-
sion fabrication R&D. Appendix A summarizes progress in precision fabrication
R&D since the previous plan was prepared in 1991. Appendix B discusses why
advancing precision fabrication processes is in DoD's interest.

The Precision Fabrication Committee (PFC)1 is an ad hoc working group in
DoD's MS&T Program charged with developing and implementing this strategy.
Within DoD, precision fabrication is referred to as a subthrust within the Defense
Research and Engineering Director's management thrust "technology for af-
fordability" (also called Thrust 7).2 The PFC draws members from OSD, the
three Services, DLA, the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization, the Department
of Energy, the National Science Foundation (NSF), and the Department of Com-
merce's National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). In addition, the
PFC has established advisrry relationships with the Association for Manufactur-
ing Technology (AMT) and the Society of Manufacturing Engineers (SME). Ap-
pendix C lists the MS&T projects that are within the PFC's purview.

The MS&T Program's objective in funding precision fabrication R&D is to
ensure the availability of production technologies that can provide manufactured
goods (ranging from major weapons to spare parts) meeting DoD's performance,
cost, and schedule requirements. Process improvements aimed at meeting

'At the 1993 Defense Manufacturing Conference (1 December 1993), Dr. William
Kessler (Director, Air Force Manufacturing Technology) announced that the MS&T Pro-
gram's technical committees had been folded into the Joint Logistics Commanders'
Project Reliance. Under that organization, the Precision Fabrication Committee described
in this report will be known as the Metals Processing and Manufacturing Sub-panel.

2 See U.S. Department of Defense, Director of Defense Research and Engineering, De-
fense Science and Technology Strategy, July 1992 (available by calling 703-697-5737) for a de-
scription of management thrusts.
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environmental and safety regulations are also sought. The management activi-
ties required to effectively meet the MS&T program objective are the following:

* Allocation of MS&T funds to major process areas (of which precision fabri-
cation is one)

* Allocation of funds within those areas to technical areas (including defining
which technical areas are appropriate)

* Allocation of technical area funds to specific projects

* Administration of current projects

* Dissemination of results.

These activities take place continuously and in parallel; they are an ongoing
process of assessing industry's technology needs, identifying Government's (and
DoD's) appropriate role, balancing R&D requirements with resources, and fund-
ing projects. This strategic plan covers the first two steps.

SCOPE

Precision fabrication is the accurate and repeatable processing of engineered
materials into structures and shapes that are later assembled into subsystems
and end products. Over 70,000 different grades of engineered materials have
been developed. These include over 25,000 different steels, over 200 standard
copper alloys, and over 75 common wrought aluminum alloys? Engineered ma-
terials come in a variety of shapes, including ingot, powder, sheet, wire, and bar.
These materials and forms are the input to precision fabrication processes.

Precision fabrication includes shop-floor fabrication processes and the engi-
neering of those processes. A specific shop-floor process consists, at a minimum,
of a workpiece, a machine, ancillary equipment (tooling), and labor to perform
the process. Frequently, a process also includes controlling computers. Within
the cope of precision fabrication are processes that join, reshape, or consolidate
materials; change their form; reduce their mass; or change their structure. Also
included are the metrology associated with these processes, the manual labor
and skills required for them, the requisite primary and ancillary equipment, and
computers and machine controllers.4

3R. Thomas Wright, Exploring Manufacturing (South Holland, Ill: The Goodheart-
Wilcox Company, Inc., 1985), pp. 21-22.

"4Adapted from a taxonomy developed by the Unit Manufacturing Process Research
Committee of the Manufacturing Studies Board.
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The number of precision fabrication processes is uncountable and ever-
changing, since new processes are constantly emerging and others are becomi:
obsolete. Table 1-1 gives examples of these processes and associated resources.
While the r. ocesses are commonly associated with metalworking, they are ap-
plied ais(r to the transformation of plastics, ceramics, and composites.

Table 1-1.
Examples of Precision Fabrication Processes and Resources

CategOry Examples Category Examples

Processes that change Squeeze casting Processes that reshape Press forming
form
Processes that Hot bostaft Processes that reduce Broaching
conso te pressing MSS Water-Jet cutting

Sinterkn Ming
Diamond turning

Processes that change Heat treating Processes tat join Brazing
stru, Annealing Sokderng

Chomizing Friction wielding
Laser hardening

MetAroogy Sensors Manual labr and skits Bluepft reading
Gauges Algbra
Micrometers Trigonometry
Comparators Computer operation
Coordinate Safety and fog aid
measug Machin o-eraton
machines and maintenance

P ,riary equ&mern Machine tools Ancfary equoment Molds and die
Ovens Cutting tools
Presses Hand tools
Robots Jigs

Fixtures
Lubricants

Machine ki ,gence Cell contrlers
Machine controllers
Process models
_xpert syems __ _

Precision fabrication includes metrology directly associated with monitor-
ing, controlling, and evaluating its processes. It does not include testing for
product performance not directly related to a specific manufacturing process.
Precision fabrication includes only those "assembly" processes in which materi-
als are "irreversibly" joined, such as welding, brazing, and adhesive bonding. It
does not include manual assembly, assembly with fasteners, or riveting. These
distinctions are somewhat arbitrary and, in some specific cases, should be re-
laxed to permit adequate evaluation of project alternatives (for example, compar-
ing welding to drilling and riveting).
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MANUFACTLRING SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (MS&T)
TECHNICAL COMMNTTEES

The MS&T program has four technical committees, each responsible for
planning R&D in a "subthrust" under the "technology for affordability" R&D
thrust. In addition to precision fabrication, the committees cover manufacturing
systems, electronics manufacturing, and composite materials processing and fab-
rication. The manufacturing systems committee addresses technologies for
"above the factory floor" manufacturing support activities. The electronics
manufacturing committee covers material and device production as well as the
packaging and integration of the devices into electronics systems. The compos-
ites committee focuses on polymer-matrix materials (as opposed to ceramic- or
metal-matrix materials).

It is important that the PFC interact with the other committees. With the
manufacturing systems committee, the important interactions are between shop-
floor processes and supporting engineering and quality activities. Also, the in-
formation interchange (including underlying data standards and communica-
tions standards) between machine and cell controllers and other business
systems is an area of mutual interest. R&D opportunities for the processing of
composite materials, particularly those based on polymer matrices, overlap the
purview of the PFC and the composites committee. The composites committee
coordinates R&D on materials processing of polymer-matrix composites: mold-
in& laying up, bonding, and consolidation. The PFC's scope can include R&D
applied to the secondary processing (e.g., machining) of those composites.

REPORT ORGANIZATION

Chapter 2 presents our findings and recommendations. Chapter 3 discusses
the technical areas we recommend that the MS&T Program focus on to promote
the affordability of defense manufactured goods. The three appendices provide
additional background material and project details.
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CHAPTER 2

Findings and Recommendations

In this chapter, we examine the allocation of MS&T funds to the general sub-
ject of precision fabrication and, in turn, the allocation of those precision fabrica-
tion funds to technical areas.

ALLOCATION OF MS&T FUNDS TO PREaSION
FABRICATION

Ideally, all MS&T projects would be awarded competitively from a single
pool of R&D funds. Practically, however, it is very difficult to compare specific
benefits on individual projects as diverse as thin-film crystal growth and linear
friction welding ("common denominators," such as return on investment, are no-
toriously inaccurate). Historically, each Service (and DLA) has developed its
own manufacturing R&D program independently. Beginning in 1991, OSD be-
gan to coordinate manufacturing R&D planning by focusing on opportunities for
cost-reducing process technologies of joint Service interest. Currently, MS&T
process technology funds are allocated first to major process areas and then to
technical areas. The MS&T major process areas correspond to the committee
structure discussed in Chapter 1 (precision fabrication, electronics processing,
composite materials processing, and manufacturing systems). The "top-down"
allocation to precision fabrication centers on two questions:

* How much money should the overall MS&T program allocate to precision
fabrication?

* Given likely restrictions on the total amount of money available to MS&T,
what portion of the available funds should precision fabrication receive?

While no equation exists to answer these questions, data are available to
support qualitative decisions.

The precision fabrication process area received between $45 million and
$49 million in 1993. This represents between 8 and 9 percent of the $569 million
MS&T funding for process technology development.1 In contrast, electronics

'Defense Manufacturing Science and Technology Integration Plan, 21 December,
1992, p. 6. That plan identifies $45 million in precision fabrication funding; our calcula-
tions indicate the level is $49 million. Neither figure includes the $45 million
Congressionally-directed grant to the National Center for Manufacturing Sciences, some
of which is used to conduct precision fabrication R&D.
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processing received 83 percent of the MS&T program funds. Figure 2-1 shows
the breakout of 1993 MS&T funds by process area.

ElectroMsystems s fabrt

Precision fabrication

Manufacturing systems
3%

Electronic devices
47%

Figure 2-1.
Breakout of 1993 MS&T Funds by Process Area

One guideline for the level of R&D funding is to express R&D as a percent-
age of sales. Industries tend to set a level that best balances their short-term ob-
jectives (e.g., operating profits) with their long-term objectives (e.g., market share
and new product introductions). Table 2-1 shows Federal, industry, and total
R&D spending for the decade ending in 1989.

Table 2-1.
Federal, Industry, and Total R&D Spending (Expressed as a
Percentage of Net Sales)for the Decade Ending in 1989

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

Federal 0.9 0.9 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.6

Industy 2.1 2.2 2.6 2.6 2.6 3.0 3.2 3.1 3.1 3.1

Total 3.0 3.1 3.8 3.9 3.9 441 4.7 4.6 4.7 4.7
Source: Research and Deveaokpent in Industry, National Science Foundation, 1989, pp. 75 - 79.

For the period 1986 to 1989, total R&D in U.S. manufacturing averaged 4.7
percent of sales. The Federal portion of R&D, included in that number, averaged
1.6 percent of sales.

From this perspective, DoD funding for precision fabrication R&D is low,
representing 0.6 percent of precision fabrication "sales" to defense. In 1991, all
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private-sector manufacturing for defense totaled $96 billion (FY93 dollars).2 Of
this, precision fabrication activities on the factory floor consumed 11 percent, or
$11 billion (see Figure 2-2).

Factory support,
product deveiopment.

administration,
and other

71%

Other factory floor
activities

18%

Precision fabrication
activities

11%

Figure 2-2.
Distribution of Defense Industry Activity Costs

Allowing for a 25 percent decline in defense acquisition since 1991, precision
fabrication activities now consume roughly $8 billion of annual defense outlays.
The $49 million precision fabrication R&D program in 1993 represents
0.6 percent of this $8 billion. If DoD funding for precision fabrication R&D were
at the Federal average of 1.6 percent of sales, the program would receive
1.6 percent of $8 billion, or $128 million.

We recommend that the overall MS&T funding allocation be reviewed and
that the precision fabrication process area allotment be increased to $128 million
per year. In the event that such an allotment is not feasible, we recommend that
R&D for non-electronics processes, including precision fabrication, be boosted
from 17 percent of the program to at least 50 percent. While cost is not in itself
an indicator of opportunity, precision fabrication activities display relatively
high shop-floor labor costs and relatively low above-the-shop-floor costs, such as
those for mechanical engineering and toolmaking. For example, the dollar ratio
of factory floor precision fabrication workers to mechanical engineers is 4.8:1,
whereas the ratio of factory floor electronics process workers to electrical engi-
neers is 1:1.1.3 This suggests that design-for-automation, automated process con-
trol, and other cost-decreasing, quality-increasing characteristics often associated
with electronics manufacturing have yet to be fully exploited in precision
fabrication.

2LMI Report NT301R1, The Defense Manufacturing Base: Activity-Based Cost Profiles

and Their Implications for Funding Manufacturing Technology, Eric L. Gentsch, et al.
January 1992.

3 Ibid.
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ALLOCATION OF PRECISION FABRICATION FUNDS
To TECHNICAL AREAS

The MS&T Program is meant to augment, not replace, private industry's
R&D funding. MS&T spending is appropriate when R&D is too risky for private
investment or when the defense acquisition environment discourages such in-
vestments (for example, the issuing of sole-source development contracts that are
unlikely to lead to production). The allocation of precision fabrication funds to
technical areas centers on three questions:

* Into what technical areas should precision fabrication opportunities be cata-

loged to best facilitate project selection?

* What amount of funding should each technical area receive?

• Given limits on total funding, what percentage of precision fabrication
funds should be allocated to each technical area?

The MS&T Program must respond to a variety of "customers" who place de-
mands on it. MS&T must satisfy the demands of high-priority weapon pro-
gram offices (e.g., F-22, F/A-18 E/F aircraft) for process technologies necessary
to meet program performance, cost, and schedule requirements. Also, in the ab-
sence of commercial competition, MS&T must ensure that process capabilities
unique to defense manufacturing (e.g. production of ammunition and large-bore
cannon) are advanced. Finally, MS&T must strive to infuse into private industry
the latest technologies for increasing productivity and quality. Currently, little
information has been assembled in any central repository to prioritize weapon
system and DoD-unique requirements for precision fabrication R&D. We recom-
mend that the Services meet and exchange such information as part of future
MS&T planning.

The MS&T Program must also strive to infuse into private industry the latest
technologies for increasing productivity and quality. DoD calls this "technology
for affordability." From industry associations, private companies, and technical
experts, we have collected ideas about opportunities for precision fabrication
R&D to reduce cost. All feel that the major objectives driving the R&D should be
reduction of product development lead time and an increase in factory through-
put Most would like to see industry procure state-of-the-art equipment (e.g., la-
ser drills and CNC spiral bevel cutter/grinders), but often such equipment is
found to be too costly and too difficult to justify. All identified process sensing
and control (variously referred to as process monitoring or adaptive control) as
highly important to the efficient production of small lots to tight tolerances. Sev-
eral sources pointed to reducing setup time as an important element of overall
time reduction, observing that setup consumes 20 to 25 percent of machine op-
erators' time.

While the range of specific technical suggestions (e.g., reduce porosity in
aluminum castings) is understandably broad, given the many materials and
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processes that comprise precision fabrication, the concepts and objectives that

emerged can be grouped into these technical areas:

"* Flexible manufacturing

"* Process modeling

"• Sensor-based control.

We summarize these technical areas here; more complete descriptions are
contained in the following chapter. Flexible manufacturing is a factory's rel
ability to fabricate different types and quantities of parts economically, to
varying demands while still using the same collection of machines. Flex,
manufacturing technologies make small batches more economical and lower the
sensitivity of unit costs to volume. We recommend that the MS&T program
sponsor R&D to:

* Improve techniques for setup (workholding, tool setting, alignment, and
check-out)

• Expand the capability of individual processes so that a single piece of equip-

ment can process a larger variety of parts

* Develop process equipment that performs multiple functions.

Process models include studies, tools, and techniques for improving the un-
derstanding of the physics and chemistry of precision processes. We recommend
that MS&T attention be directed at:

• Developing computer simulations for predicting material process behavior
that is not well understood or process parameter values that are outside the
realm of experience

* Speeding the validation and compilation of experimental process results
into data bases

* Providing the level of information needed for automated planning and con-
trol

• Updating data on materials whose process behavior is well known to reflect
advances in process capability.

These capabilities can dramatically reduce scrap and rework, especially on the
first article, and the need for manual inspection and help - nable "one-start, one-
part" production of subsequent articles.

Sensor-based control is the technical area dedicated to automatically detect-
ing and compensating for changes that affect a process's precision. Types of
process conditions that can be monitored by sensors include:

2-5



* Workpiece condition (e.g., geometry, strain, heat profile)

* Tool condition (e.g., wear, breakage)

* Workholding condition (e.g., offset, alignment, rigidity)

* Equipment condition (e.g., vibration, power consumption, bearing tempera-
ture).

Process sensors can be integrated with machines, machine controllers, and
manufacturing engineering data bases. They can take readings at much smaller
time intervals and with much higher resolution than is possible with manual in-
spection techniques. The use of sensors can help reduce process variability, can
reduce the need for process interruption (for manual inspection), and can reduce
the amount of scrap due to excess material removal.

Currently, 66 percent of DoD's precision fabrication R&D is spent to satisfy
high-priority, weapons-related, defense-unique process objectives; 8 percent is
spent in the flexible manufacturing area; 23 percent is spent on process model-
ing; and 3 percent on sensor-based control. We recommend that the MS&T pro-
gram management establish guidelines for balancing weapons-related and
defense-unique process objectives with the broader "technology for affordabil-
ity" objective established by the Director of Defense Research and Engineering.
We recommend that until such guidance is established and until the Services col-
lectively identify weapon-system and defense-unique requirements for precision
fabrication R&D, funding for flexible manufacturing, process modeling; and
sensor-based control be increased to 50 percent of the precision fabrication
budget and that all three areas receive equal funding. Given the $128 million
that precision fabrication R&D would receive if funded as recommended, each
technical area would receive $21 million annually. The remaining $65 million
should be applied to weapon-system and defense-unique process R&D require-
ments.
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Chapter 3

Technical Area Descriptions

In this chapter, we describe the three technical areas where we believe par-
ticularly high payoffs are to be gained from pursuing the PFC's "technology for
affordability" objective: flexible manufacturing, process modeling, and sensor-
based control. Because these terms by themselves are subject to varying interpre-
tation in the defense community, we caution readers to consider the descriptions,
goals, and benefits we present for each area as indicative of our proposed R&D
agenda, rather than focusing simply on just the technical area titde.

FimBLE MANUAcTURING

Description

"Flexible manufacturing" has many definitions and means different things
to different people. A high-level definition on which most people would agree is
"a factory's relative ability to economically fabricate different types and quanti-
ties of parts, to varying demand profiles, using the same collection of machines."
Flexible manufacturing was born from the high interest rates of the late 1970s.
Until then, factories had traditionally relied on large in-process inventories to
provide a buffer against uncertainties (such as late deliveries, machine break-
downs, and uneven customer demand). In the late 1970's, to save interest ex-
pense, many companies trimmed inventories by moving production items faster
through the shop. This, however, had the downside of moving large amounts of
high-value-added inventory into finished stores. The next step (starting around
the mid 1980s) was to cut the number of parts per batch released to the floor.
Fewer parts per batch meant that each batch would flow through the shop
faster, and so finished goods inventories could be lower without sacrificing cus-
tomer service.

This change in operating doctrine solved one problem but created another.
product costs went up, for three reasons - higher fixed costs, more scrap and re-
work, and lower machine capacity. When fewer parts were released per batch,
more batches of any given product had to be run per year. Because each batch
has a fixed cost for machine setup (generally independent of the processing cost),
more fixed cost had to be allocated across the same production volume. Because
more batches were being run, the aggregate amount of adjustment and experi-
mentation required to get the first good part out of a batch (sometimes referred

'For example, many readers may interpret "process modeling" to mean the func-

tional analysis (IDEF modeling) of a generic business practice. In the context of precision
fabrication, however, "process modeling" refers to a mathematical or computer represen-
tation of a physical process, such as casting.
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to as "learning") increased, as did the amount of scrap and rework. Finally,
more time spent setting up meant that less time was available for processing -
effective machine capacity became lower. For machines that were fully utilized
(so-called bottlenecks), this meant that a company would have to buy more ma-
chines just to maintain steady output

Today, interest rates are low again. But few companies are willing to return
to large in-process inventories. They have found that "leaner," small-batch pro-
duction buys a time advantage and lowers inventories. Because manufacturers
can flow goods through the factory faster than before, they can be more respon-
sive to uncertain and ever-changing customer demand. In many industries,
ranging from apparel to pocket pagers, response time in delivering both current
and new products is the deciding competitive factor.

Manufacturing managers want to keep inventories low, and they want to
produce small batches quickly and economically. The schemes they use to do
this are collectively referred to as "flexible manufacturing." Just as there is no
standard definition for flexible manufacturing, there is no fixed set of require-
ments for a flexible manufacturing line. Nevertheless, many manufacturing op-
erations that aspire to flexibility share the following design goals:

* A cellular configuration designed around similar part types rather than
around similar machine types. (Also referred to as group technology or a
product layout, this configuration puts all the machinery necessary to pro-
duce a given part - for example, a gear - in the same department In tra-
ditional, process-oriented factory layouts, all drills were in one department,
mills in another, etc.).

* Workers trained to run various pieces of equipment, and work rules (particu-
larly in union shops) allowing personnel transfer across workstations and
skill grades.

* SmalLer batch sizes than in conventional mass production.

* Just-in-time delivery practices, from parts suppliers to a line, between work-
stations in the line, and to downstream assemblers.

• Electronic interchange of data between the factory floor and technical (e.g., en-
gineering) and business (e.g., scheduling and payroll) computer systems.

To this list, some proponents of flexibility would add automation, ranging
from individual computer-controlled machines to complete computer/robotic
integration of processing, material handling, and inspection. Automation must
be approached with caution, however, because it can raise fixed costs and
breakeven points, thereby making unit costs highly sensitive to changes in de-
mand and actually decreasing flexibility.
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Goals

The PFCs goals for flexible precision fabrication should be to develop tech-
nologies that make small batches more economical and that lower the sensitivity
of unit costs to changes in demand. The three primary approaches to meeting
this goal are as follows:

* Improve techniques for setup: workholding, tool setting, alignment, and
check-out

* Expand the capability of individual processes so that a single piece of equip-
ment can process a larger variety of parts

* Develop process equipment that performs multiple functions.

While none of these ideas is new, challenging technical opportunities remain.
Improved techniques for setup might include adaptive fixturing and the use of
electrically or mechanically sensitive fluids.2 Expanding the capability of indi-
vidual processes might entail modular tables that accommodate a wider range of
part geometries, or else new drive mechanisms that operate in a wider band (e.g.,
to higher speeds). While machining centers currently perform multiple func-
tions, opportunities continue tc emerge, such as incorporating lasers to preheat
material.

New technologies in these areas must take into consideration the people
who will have to operate the equipment. In particular, they should be oriented
to workers who are trained as generalists and are not devoted solely to one type
of equipment. This can be accomplished through standard orientations, configu-
rations, training modes, and menu-driven control interfaces.

For many companies, the initial drive to flexible manufacturing does not re-
quire technical development. There are, however, limits to what can be achieved
by rearranging the factory and modifying scheduling and dispatching proce-
dures. The PFC should address the technical challenges that remain after
common-sense and off-the-shelf products have been applied. Many of these op-
portunities involve tradeoffs (for example, between the cost of developing a new
machine with increased capability and buying two off-the-shelf machines and in-
curring extra setups). The PFC should not fund projects using these concepts un-
less the specific benefits make sense under a reasonable range of expected
production conditions.

The other PFC technical areas - process modeling and sensor-based control
- also promote flexibility. Process modeling deals with the ability to correlate
process inputs with process results. This reduces first-part cost and is critical to
small-batch production. Sensor-based control deals with the use of machine-
based sensors for in-process monitoring. Such monitoring helps cope with the

2The Association for Manufacturing Technology, A Research Agenda for the Machine
Tool Industry (Draft Report), March 1992, p. 17.

3Ibid., p. 5.
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uncertainties present in all processes and is also vital to small-batch production.
Although these topics are addressed later in this report, we mention them here to
emphasis their importance in supporting flexible manufacturing.

Benefits

The approaches outlined above fill the need for less expensive tooling, more
rapid setup techniques, and more capable equipment in precision fabrication
processes. Economical batch size is proportional to the ratio of fixed setup costs
to run costs. Fixed costs include tools and fixtures as well as the time to set up.
Today, many companies are cutting batch sizes and hoping they can then reduce
setup costs. They are willing to pay a premium for faster throughput, but the
added cost is nevertheless present and either comes out of profit or is passed on
to the customer. Expanding the capability of individual processes means that a
factory can reduce the number of types of equipment that it maintains, along
with the associated support costs. Scheduling becomes easier, and machine utili-
zation rises, lowering total capital equipment costs. Finally, developing equip-
ment that performs multiple functions decreases the number of process steps a
workpiece must undergo and thereby cuts the time and distance a part travels
before leaving the factory.

These technologies can not only shift the historic cost/quantity relationship
of recurring production but can also speed product development If small lots
can be made economically and quickly, prototype products can be built on the
same lines with production units. This would provide designers with important
feedback on production issues.

A PFC focus on flexible manufacturing could be an important source of new
technology for DoD's organic manufacturing facilities - the depots and arse-
nals. DoD's Flexible Computer Integrated Manufacturing (FCIM) program ad-
dresses primarily data representation and exchange between users, engineering,
and manufacturing sites. The reduction of shop-floor lead time is a goal of
FCIM, but the focus is now on the nontechnical aspects discussed above. The de-
velopment of flexible processing technologies by the MS&T Program would en-
hance FCIM's current efforts.

PROCESS MODELING

Description

The process modeling technical area covers studies, tools, and techniques
that improve the understanding of the physics and chemistry of precision proc-
esses. The scope includes both process-specific modeling done in advance of
production (for example, to establish process instructions) and the capture and
feedback of production experience into process data bases. At a major jet engine
producer, for example, castings and forgings from suppliers typically proceed
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through 30 to 50 fabrication steps before being ready for assembly. Each of these
operations alters the physical features of the part - geometric, mechanical, etc.
- on the basis of a set of process parameters. Manufacturing engineers define
many process parameters explicitly in the operation instructions; others are im-
plicitly defined by the factory environment Explicit process parameters for a
drill, mill, or turning operation might include the following:

* The workpiece's nominal material properties

* The machine feed, speed, and depth of cut (of which there might be several,
for rough and finish cuts)

* The workholding device (contact points, rotational symmetry, rigidity)

* The cutting tool material and geometry

* The coolant material and delivery system

* The chip removal technique.

Implicit process parameters that might affect this operation include the follow-
ing:

* The time variation of factory temperature

* The relative humidity

* Material properties induced by previous operations (e.g., local surface hard-
ening)

* Shop-floor vibration.

The aim of process modeling is the ability to correlate process inputs with
process results. Three broad challenges face process modelers. The first is to un-
derstand how changes in a given parameter affect process outcome when all
other parameters are held constant The second is to understand how the pa-
rameters affect each other. For example, workholding and cutting tool configu-
ration affect how a workpiece can be cooled. Experimental approaches, such as
"Taguchi methods," exist to guide engineers through these first two challenges.
Once these relationships are understood, process engineers can develop tech-
niques that optimize processes to desired levels of precision and throughput.
For example, taps are now being marketed that deliver coolant through the
shank, improving both coolant delivery and chip removal. The third challenge is
to take these learned relationships and extrapolate from them into new ranges.
This is the challenge posed when a new material is developed, when a new prod-
uct is designed, or when the operating range of a piece of equipment is ex-
panded.
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Process modeling is not a new concept. Material and process data bases for
many materials - such as commonly used steels and aluminums - have been
compiled and published (sources include, for example, ASM International, the
American Society of Mechanical Engineering, and the Institute of Advanced
Manufacturing Sciences). Despite the availability of experimental approaches,
however, process modeling is too often supplanted by trial-and-error learning.
In addition, the same learning is done - and the same problems are
solved - over and over, both within a given factory and by different companies.
While a certain level of such replication is a necessary byproduct of competitive
industries developing proprietary processes, such efforts are unaffordable and
unnecessary under Government-funded projects.

Goals

Today's manufacturing environment places new demands for better process
understanding. The call for speed and quality, a revolution in new materials (ed
by polymer-, metal-, and ceramic-matrix composites), the capability for computer
control and feedback, and ever-improving computer simulation tools make proc-
ess modeling both a needed technology and one ripe for improvement. The PFC
should promote two goals for process modeling:

* Expand the scientific basis for defining precision fabrication process pa-
rameters

* Foster and expand the use of data bases (including both "hard" data and ex-
pert rules) containing process relationships.

Accordingly, MS&T attention should be directed at the following:

* Developing computer simulations for predicting process behavior that is not
well understood or process parameter values that are outside the realm of
experience

• Speeding the validation and compilation of experimental process results
into data bases

• Providing the level of information needed for automated planning and con-
trol

* Updating data on materials whose process behavior is well known to reflect
advances in process capability.

MS&T should give priority to modeling the processing of materials that are new
or that are currently unique to DoD (many of which have potential commercial
application) and for which process data are immature. This would include well-
known materials whose "process envelopes" are being expanded by advances in
fabrication technology. An example of such a process is the cutting of 6061-T6
aluminum plate for a missile guidance assembly, the time for which was recently
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reduced from 17 hours to just over one hour by high-speed machining. "The big-
gest obstacle to high-speed machining is overcoming its myths and misconcep-
tions.... As manufacturing engineers learn more about appropriate work
materials and technologies, however, more firms will benefit from shorter pro-
duction times, better part quality, and better part costs."4

Benefits

Process modeling will yield benefits in product development as well as in
recurring production. In product development, process modeling contributes to
rapid prototyping and producibility planning. Reliance on specialty labs to
build initial units should diminish. Although "rapid prototypes" built by proc-
esses like stereolithography are currently in vogue (and will continue to perform
an important function), these processes typically yield parts that can be evalu-
ated for form and fit, but not for function. Process modeling can help meet the
need to speed the production of full-feature prototypes for early-as-possible op-
erational testing. Process models are also useful tools for producibility assess-
ment Reliable process models can provide a consistent and accurate tool for
evaluating the production implications (tooling requirements, run time, yield,
etc.) of a contemplated design.

In recurring production, process modeling reduces learning time, enhances
adaptive control, and supports multiple sourcing. The main purpose of process
modeling is to support "one start, one part" production- Unambiguous product
and process descriptions will mean that operator learning should occur faster.
Workers will need to run fewer pieces (optimally only one) to get the "feel" of a
process and to turn out good quality parts. Process modeling improves adaptive
control by helping engineers identify which data elements are most important to
monitor and how often they must be checked. When anomalies are detected, the
models can also be used to provide logic suggesting corrective actions. In this
sense, process modeling is a complement to the sensor-based control technical
area, discussed below. Finally, process models can be archived and distributed.
These data bases can reduce the effort in starting multiple production sources, as
in the case of surge or mobilization.

SENSOR-BASED CONTROL

Description

Sensor-based control is the technical area dedicated to monitorin& sensing,
measuring, and otherwise detecting process conditions and feeding those condi-

'John R. Coleman, "No-Myth High-Speed Machining," Manufacturing Engineering
(Dearborn, Mich.: The Society of Manufacturing Engineers, October 1992), p. 61.
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tions back to machine controllers. Types of process conditions that can be moni-

tored by sensors include:

* Workpiece condition (e.g., geometry, strain, heat profile)

* Tool condition (e.g., wear, breakage)

* Workholding condition (e.g., offset, alignment, rigidity)

* Equipment condition (e.g., vibration, power consumption, bearing tempera-
ture).

These conditions can be continuously changing (or nearly so, as in material re-
moval), or they can be discrete events (such as tool failure). Frequently, one
measurand gives information about other factors. For example, an increase in a
lathe's power consumption may indicate worn bearings. Detecting and acting on
this condition can prevent costly spindle damage and associated machine down-
time. Sensors can detect these conditions over a wider bandwidth (e.g., over the
electromagnetic spectrum) and with greater resolution in time and space than
can humans.

The purpose of sensor-based control, then, is to detect and automatically
compensate for changes that affect a process's precision. The following examples
of metal turning process conditions illustrate the opportunity for sensor-based
control:

• A loading dock door near a turning center is opened in winter. The air tem-
perature around the machine drops 10 degrees during a boring operation.
The workpiece shrinks, causing the tool to overcut. The part is ruined.

* The coolant spray wanders off of the workpiece during a prolonged cutting
operation. The workpiece overheats, destroying itself and the tool.

* A magazine-fed lathe is running a finishing operation on 1000 parts, each re-
quiring an interrupted cut taking one minute. The tool wears prematurely
and starts chattering. The operator, tending another machine, doesn't notice
for five minutes. Four parts must be sent to the grinding department for re-
work.

Sensor-based control also offers the opportunity to capture shop-floor experience
and enter it in engineering data bases more consistently than is possible with
ad hoc approaches. For example, is excessive tool wear an isolated problem due
to hard spots in the workpiece, or is it a chronic problem due to improper opera-
tion instructions? Questions such as this arise every day at every factory work-
station, and usually they are "solved" on the spot by the operator. Rarely are
they tracked - the amount of data requires electronic collection, reduction, and
storage - and patterns emerge only when the operator notices them.
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Traditional approaches to process control rely on machine settings, such as
stops and switches, and on in-process inspection using hand tools and gages. On
semi-automatic machines, operators frequently revert to manual control for the
final cut or pass in a cycle. Because of tool wear, and even machine wear, proc-
esses drift and operators often mistrust machine settings. As a result, they fre-
quently interrupt process cycles to inspect the workpiece. While this in-process
inspection may take place at the machine, it often requires a unload/load action
(for example, when a ring gage must be placed over a part held between centers).

In-process inspection is particularly challenging for contoured parts, such as
turbine engine airfoils. Such "shaped" parts historically have been measured at a
few points using commonly available tools such as dial indicators and calipers.
In cases where net shape has a strong effect on performance, specialized tooling
(guillotine gages in the airfoil case) is developed that precisely conforms to spe-
cific locations on the part. Departures from correct shape are sensed with feeler
gages or by looking for light leaking through gaps between the "perfect" master
and the measured part. In some cases, surfaces are even measured by eye to de-
termine if the surface is "fair."

These traditional approaches to process control are slow, lack precision, and
require large fixed costs (in the case of master gages). Each blade type in a tur-
bine, for example, requires at least $50,000 in gages and fixtures. For one plant
producing 500 blade types, this means a $25 million investment In recent years,
devices have come on the market that reduce the need for specialized gaging.
These typically employ contact probes sensing pressure and displacement. The
most popular is the coordinate measuring machine (CMM), a stand-alone device
that probes a part in three dimensions and can digitize the results for comparison
against a computerized part representation. Contact probes, however, are lim-
ited by the types of conditions that they can monitor and by the spaces into
which they can reach. CMMs in particular are limited by their work envelope,
their need to be isolated from vibration and changes in temperature, week-long
calibration cycles, and their relatively slow throughput

The drive toward collecting more process data, for increasing throughput,
and for minimizing "hard" gaging puts pressure on manufacturing engineers to
employ alternative approaches to process control and inspection. Non-contact
sensors are now emerging as mature technologies ready for development into
shop-floor systems. Non-contact sensors may be used to draw inferences about
workpiece conditions based on the following media:

* Visual (portion of the electromagnetic spectrum)

* Infrared

* X-ray

* Magnetic field
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* Acoustic

* Chemical (air composition).•

Visual and x-ray techniques are usually active, utilizing a signal generator to
bounce signals off the target part onto a detector. Infrared, magnetic, acoustic,
and chemical techniques are usually passive, relying on the part or machine to
generate some signal that is picked up by a detector. Laser sensors typically op-
erate in either the visual or the infrared bands.

Non-contact sensors are being developed to monitor the workpiece, work-
holding, tool, and equipment conditions described above. Frequently, these sen-
sors are derived from those originally developed for military weapon systems.
The challenge is adapting the sensor to the distances, geometries, and integration
times of the factory, which differ significantly from those encountered by weap-
ons in the field. One example is laser radar for range sensing. When used as an
aircraft altimeter, laser radar requires a depth of field of kilometers against rela-
tively flat surfaces. Updates on the order of seconds are adequate. In contrast,
when used to measure a workpiece, the sensor requires much lower depths of
field but against targets whose surface can vary suddenly. For in-process con-
trol, updates on the order of milli- or micro-seconds are necessary.

Goals

The PFC should support the development and commercialization of process
sensors that can be integrated with machines, machine controllers, and manufac-
turing engineering data bases. The goals for these devices would be to:

• Reduce process variability through sensory information, feedback loops,
and appropriate control algorithms

• By performing in-place inspection, eliminate the need to unload/reload the
workpiece for measurement

* Eliminate scrap due to excess material removal

* Reduce the need to interrupt the machine cycle to perform inspection

* Track process condition data and feed the data to process improvement ac-
tivities.

When it makes sense to do so, the PFC should seek the manufacturing appli-
cation of sensing technologies that have been developed for weapon systems (at
Government expense) and encourage the commercialization of sensors that have

'Paula M. Noaker, "Sensible Sensing for Assembly," Manufacturing Engineering
(Dearborn, Mich.: The Society of Manufacturing Engineers, September 1992), p. 52.

'Keith Brindley, Sensors and Transducers (London: Heinemann Professional Publish-
ing, 1988), p. 14.
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been developed with Government funds but whose technical data are company
proprietary.

Benefits

Fast, accurate in-process measurement without special gaging could save
US. industry millions of dollars per plant. Sensor-based control complements
the process modeling technical area by providing the means to collect shop proc-
ess data electronically and automatically. Machines capable of digitizing shape
can provide the data to computer-aided manufacturing systems for comparisons
with product and process models, which will resu. L in greatly accelerated proc-
ess corrections. Noncontact sensing can provide great improvements in through-
put by eliminating collision and dynamics issues associated with mechanical
contact approaches to process control. Also, by reducing operator intervention
for piece-part inspection, sensor-based control can increase throughput (particu-
larly where a single operator is running multiple machines in a work cell). Al-
though in-process time is not generally a large component of manufacturing cost,
a decrease in the flow time of bottleneck operations would contribute to indus-
trial responsiveness.
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APPENDIX A

Progress Since the 1991 Plan

This appendix summarizes the history of the Precision Fabrication Commit-
tee and discusses implementation of the previous plan, prepared in 1991. Con-
tinued prospects for lower defense procurements, defense industry restructuring
(mergers, plant closings, etc.), and technical lessons learned all suggested that a
revision to the 1991 plan was necessary.

The Precision Fabrication Committee came to the MS&T program in late
1992 when the Manufacturing Technology (ManTech) program was transferred
from the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Production and Logistics) to the Direc-
tor of Defense Research and Engineering. In 1991, the committee was called the
Precision Machining and Forming Committee. Prior to 1991, the group was
known as the Metals Committee of the Manufacturing Technology Advisory
Group.

In 1991 the committee issued a strategic plan establishing four technical ar-
eas for improving the accuracy, repeatability, resolution, flexibility, and produc-
tivity of machining and forming processes. The committee recommended
spending $72 million between FY92 and FY95 on the following:

* Next-generation and low-end machine controllers ($26 million)

* Sensor-based systems ($13 million)

* Machine modules ($8 million)

* New processes for advanced materials ($25 million).

hýh machine controller area sought a common look and feel, a common op-
eratri,, system, and a common application interface for controllers from different
manufacturers. These capabilities would permit factories to create in-house inte-
grated systems. In the area of sensor-based systems, there would be an attempt
to integrate on-machine sensors with controllers to provide setup assistance, in-
process measurement, closed-loop process control, and warning of catastrophic
tool failure. The machine modules area would develop machine drive, work-
retention, and work-changing components to take the increased mechanical and
thermal loads of high-speed machining. These components would be designed
to take advantage of the controller and sensor capabilities described above. Fi-
nally, the new processes area sought improvements to the machining of metals
(in areas such as laser processing and tool life extension) and to the machining of
ceramics and composites.
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The flow of funding to these technical areas, in total, has matched the recom-
mendations. Assuming that the 1991 planning committee intended that one-
quarter of its total recommendation would be spent in each of the four planning
years, one half of the total amount should have been allocated from FY92 to
FY93. With the planning period half over, $37 million of the recommended total
of the recommended $72 million has been awarded to projects. The mix of allo-
cation to each technical area, however, has varied from that recommended. Fig-
ure A-I shows the total amount recommended, the expected allocation to date
(which equals the total amount for four years, divided by two), and the amount
awarded to date for each technical area in the 1991 plan. While funding for ad-
vanced controllers is about on target, funding for sensor-based systems and ma-
chine modules is lagging. There apparently has been a re-allocation of funds
away from these areas to advanced materials and processes, which is running
ahead of recommended funding.
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Figure A-1.
Comparison of Funding Recommended in the 1991 Plan with Expected and
Actual Results

Advanced controllers have received $11 million of the $26 million recom-
mended in 1991. Table A-1 shows the two advanced machine controller projects
that have been started or that have received additional funding since the 1991
plan. The Air Force's Next Generation Workstation/Machine Controller project
(already in existence when the FY91 report was prepared) has received $10 mil-
lion since FY91. The Navy's Advanced Machine Tool Controllers project, hoping
to draw on the NGC results, has received about $1 million.

About $3 million of the recommended $13 million has been awarded to
sensor-based systems projects (see Table A-2). The approximate split by Service
is Air Force, $1.6 million; Army, $0.7 million; and Navy, $0.7 million.
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Table A-I.
Next-Generation and Low-End Machine Controller Projects Resulting
from the 1991 Plan

Projct Twe Sponsoring Agency

Next Generation WotcstationMachime Con-toler A Force

Advanced Machine Tool Controll Navy/NIST

Table A-2.
Projects Dedicated to Sensor-Based Systems

Project Tie Sponsoring Agency

Dimensional and Surface Profile Measurement Air Force

Dimensional Gauging of Engine Components Army

Manufacturing Technology for Cutting Performance of Machining Air Force
Centms

Non-Contact Laser Profile Gage Air Force
Plasma Spray Sensor Development Navy
Real-Tmne Tool Condition Montoring Air Force
Sensory Feedback in Adaptive Machining Navy

Spindle Thermal Error Compensaton Air Force
Tn-Beam Gage for Turning Centers Air Force

Ultrasonic Sensors Navy

Ultrasonic Tube Wall Thickness Army

In addition, several other projects incorporate sensor-related R&D into
broader efforts. These projects are listed in Table A-3.

Table A-3.
Other Projects Incorporating Process Sensing R&D

Project Tie Sponsoring Agency

Application of Neural Nets in Motion Control Navy

Chemical Vapor Infiltration of Ceramic Matrix Composites Air Force

Increasing Machine Precision Navy

OPTICAM for Spherical Grinding and Finishing Army
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About $2 million of the $8 million recommended for developing machine
modules has been allocated.1 In FY91, the Air Force transferred $1.5 million to
NIST for work in high-speed spindles and thermal error compensation.2 In FY93,
the Navy allocated $110,000 for "Precision Electro-mechanical Actuators." This
project deals with actuators in servo systems for single-point turning of complex
geometries. A Navy/NIST project entitled "Advanced Machine Tool Structures"
was allocated $425,000 in FY93 and is slated to receive an additional $1.75 mil-
lion in the future. NIST will develop a metrology system for a prototype multi-
axis machining center to be built by a private company.

The final technical area specified in the 1991 plan is "new processes for ad-
vanced materials." While this technical area could include almost any
process/material-specific project (and was no doubt deliberately worded to pro-
vide flexibility in program implementation), the plan does identify several cate-
gories needing attention. These are listed in Table A-4.

Table A-4.
"New Processes for Advanced Materials" Identified in the 199I Plan

New Processes for Advanced Materials

Laser processing (cutting, welding, and drilling)

Electro-chemical milling
Gear machining
High-speed threading
Tool life improvement
Thin-section casting

While not all of the improvements in Table A-4 have been pursued, this
technical area has had the most comprehensive implementation of all in the 1991
plan. Of the $25 million recommended, over $21 million has been allocated.
Table A-5 shows projects that have been started since (and presumably because
of) the FY91 plan. Funding allocated to these projects through FY93 totals
$10.7 million.

Table A-6 lists additional projects that were already underway at the time of
the 1991 plan and are continuing today. Funding for these projects in FY92 and
FY93 exceeds $10 million."

'Prior to the FY 91 plan, the Air Force conducted an initiative entitled "Machine Tool
Products and Processes," comprising nine projects. Each of the projects in that initiative
was started prior to the 1991 plan.

2Interview with Air Force ManTech personnel, 19 April 1993.
'For some of the projects, we were not able to distinguish FY92 funding from prior

years' funding.
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Table A4.
Projects in New Processes for Advanced Materials Resultingfrom the
1991 Plan

Proiect Tite Sponsoring Agency

Casting of XD Intermetulic Matrix Composites Navy

Chemical Vapor Irffitration of Ceramic Matrix Composites Ar Force

Coatings Produciblity Air Force
Improved Broaching of UDIMET 720 Army

Linear Friction Welding Navy

Materials Standards for Powdered Metal Alloys Naw

Metal Matix Composites Air Fore

Metal Matrix Composites Program Navy

Precision Machining of Advanced Materials Navy

Thin Wall Castings Air Force

Table A4.
Currently Active Advanced Materials and Processing Projects Begun
Prior to the 1991 Plan

Project Title Sponsoring Agency

Advanced Consumables for Welding 80-100 ksi Strength Steels Navy

Electroslag Surfacing Technology Navy

Laser Corrosion Cladding Navy

Laser Materials Processing Navy

Powder Injection Molding Navy

Powder Metallurgy Initiative Navy
Premium Quality Titanium Alloy Disks Air Force

Spray Metal Forming Navy

Thermomechanical Processing of Gears Navy

Titanium Aluminide and Titanium Alloy Foil Air Force

Titanium Aluminide Composite Engine Structures Air Force

Titanium Matrix Composite Initiative: Engine Components Air Force

Titanium Matrix Composite Initiative: Exhaust Nozzle Components Air Force
Titanium Matrix Composite Initiative: Mode Strut Air Force

Titanium Matrix Composite Initiative: Ring Inserts Air Force

Titanium-Aluminide XD Composite Navy

Tungsten Alloy Penetrators Navy
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APPENDIX B

Why "Precision"

In this appendix we discuss the meaning of the term "precision" and why
precision fabrication is of central importance to providing our armed forces with
first-rate equipment

ASPECT OF PRECISION

"Precise" means "capable of, resulting from, or designating an action, per-
formance, or process executed or successively repeated within close specified
limits." "Precision" means "made so as to vary minimally from a set standard."'
The notion of precision is relative to the scale and type of product being fabri-
cated. Precision, when referring to the overall length of a large ship, for example,
is measured on the order of centimeters. Precision, when referring to the surface
of a mirror, is measured on the order of microns. Precision also varies by proc-
ess. Figure B-1 shows typical tolerances for some material removal processes.

TMa +- . nce *meer

au•n d, - -

powf -

neer's Handbook. Oearbom, Mich., Sociey of Manufaturing Engineer, IM8, p. 8-2.

Figure S-1.
Typical Tolerances for Material Removal Processes

'The American Heritage Dictionar (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1985),
p. 975.
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Three terms collectively describe precision in manufacturing: resolution, ac-
curacy, and repeatability.2 Resolution is the minimum difference in value that
can be distinguished by a sensor, such as the human eye or a scale. For example,
the human eye can theoretically distinguish from a distance of 400 meters two
point sources (such as candles) of light that are 4 centimeters apart 3 Beyond this
range, the two sources appear as one. Accuracy is a measurement's closeness to
a desired value. Repeatability is the relative ability of a process to produce con-
sistent results over time. Figure B-2 illustrates the difference between accuracy
and repeatability.

Accuracy
Repeatability Low High

High •"

*0*

Sourew. Adaptted from Cubtbedy, William H. and Remon Bakerjn, aft. Toots and MUanbcdufn Eng&
neeet Hanco,. Dearbn, Mic., Socit of ManufWdM Ergkwn 19N p. 8-2.

Figure 3-2.

Accuracy vs. Repeatability (where the area inside the circle represents the target)

The PFC seeks technologies that will increase the resolution of the processes
described above and that will make them more accurate and repeatable. As will
be discussed, these aspects of precision apply primarily to physical properties of
the material being fabricated and the machinery being used. The PFC also seeks
technologies that will make these processes more affordable and responsive to
customer demand, within established bounds of precision.

2'This discussion is adapted from William H. Cubberly and Ramon Bakerjian, eds.,

Tool and Manufacturing Engineer's Handbook (Dearborn, Mich.: Society of Manufacturing
Engineers, 1989), pp. 12-1,12-2.

3John David Vincent, Fundamentals of Infrared Detector Operation and Testing (New
York: John Wiley and Sons, 1990), p. 396.
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How PRECISION FABRICATION INFLUENCES PERFORMANCE,

COST, AND SCHEDULE

Precision fabrication processes influence life-cycle schedule, cost, and per-
formance through physical factors and operational factors. Physical factors are
those characteristics of the workpiece (the material being transformed) that are
defined explicitly by performance requirements (for example, a turbine blade's
operating temperature) or implicitly by design engineers (for example, through
the selection of one material over another). Operational factors are those charac-
teristics of the factory that influence the quantity and effectiveness of labor and
machinery needed to meet production requirements.

Physical Factors

The main physical factors influenced by precision fabrication processes are
geometric and mechanical properties (see Table B-1). Geometry includes all
manner of dimensional measures: linear measurement, straightness, flatness,
roundness, angularity, parallelism, and others. Mechanical properties include
strength, hardness, and ductility. Other physical factors frequently associated
with weapon system components - but little affected by precision fabrication
processes - include electrical, chemical, and thermal properties. These other
properties are determined more by the materials themselves than by the proc-
esses that transform them.

Table B-1.
Impact of Selected Precision Fabrication Processes on Physical
Properties of Items Being Produced (no entry means low impact)

Physical Properties
Process---

Geometric Mechanical Electrical Chemical Thermal
Casting High High

Forging High

Machining High

Grinding High

Heat Treat Medium High Medium Medium

Welding High High

Most precision fabrication processes obviously have a high impact on work-
piece geometry, since their main purpose is to alter the shape of materials. Heat
treatment has a moderate impact on geometry because, while its main purpose is
to alter the material microstructure, it can shrink the workpiece. Casting, heat
treating, and welding also have a high impact on mechanical properties. Poros-
ity in castings, for example, causes structural weakness and poor appearance.
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Forging and machining have a low impact on mechanical properties because
while in some cases they induce microstructure changes in the workpiece, these
changes are generally unintentional and unwanted. Annealing, a form of heat
treatment, can alter the electrical or magnetic properties of a metal.4 Improper
annealing of stainless steel will permit chromium (the rust-inhibiting element) to
bond with carbon rather than with iron, making the stainless steel vulnerable to
oxide corrosion.5

Operational Factors

Time, quality, and product demand are interrelated operational factors that
affect, and are affected by, precision fabrication processes. In manufacturing to-
day, time is considered the most important competitive factor. Companies are
increasingly measuring their operations, from fielding products to processing
paychecks, by the time required. Activities that take a long time hide inefficien-
cies and cause loss of opportunities. Several activities that consume time par-
ticularly relevant to precision fabrication processes are shown in Table B-2; they
are found in all precision fabrication processes. Other time-consuming activities
include searching for parts and tools, and idle time. These and related issues of
manufacturing scheduling, logistics, and administrative support fall within the
realm of the manufacturing systems sub-thrust.

Table B-2.
Precision Fabrication Activities Whose Times Contribute Significantly
to Manufacturing Competitiveness

Activity (time Description Impact
consumer)

Setup Time to prepare a machine to A semi-fixed cost incurred every time a
run a given part; includes any batch of parts is run, whether the batch
configuration changeover and size is I or 10,000. Major factor in
post-run teardown. economic lot size calculation that

determines inventory levels.

Run Process time per part, Limits throughput of equipment, thereby
including load and unload. determining number of machines required

to produce a given volume of product.

Inspection Time to check conformance Increases process cost not only by actual
with specifications. May be inspection time, but frequently by
included in run time or in additional machine loads and unloads.
addition to it (or both). May idle machinery and operators who

must wait for inspectors.

Machine Downtime when a machine Reduces the number of machines
maintenance and cannot be set up or run. effectively available, increasing the
repair number required to produce a given

'Cubberly and Bakerjian, p. 41-11.
s Donald R. Askeland, The Science and Engineering of Materials (Boston: PWS-KENT

Publishing Company, 1989), p. 799.
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Poor quality continues to be a major contributor to the cost of manufactured
products. For purposes of the PFC, quality refers to the adherence of a product's
physical properties to design specifications at each stage of production. A fac-
tory can ship perfect products and still have poor quality. Quality affects the
cost of shop-floor labor, above-the-shop-floor support, and operating costs. The
cost of quality is reflected in the amount of scrap and rework generated, in the
amount of inspection required to weed out bad products, and in material review
boards that ponder whether to accept marginal products. Mated parts that are at
opposite ends of their respective tolerance bands (that is, one at the high end and
one at the low end) may wear excessively in the field, increasing operating costs.

"The nature of demand" is an operational factor that plays a large but often
neglected role in configuring manufacturing processes; it refers to the mix of
products being made on a given manufacturing line and the magnitude and vari-
ability over time of demand for those products. Different demand patterns re-
quire different approaches to fabrication. Conversely, the production capabilities
of a given process (for example, turning) determine and limit the types of prod-
uct demand that can be economically serviced by that process. The production
of hand drill rotor shafts with high, predictable volume may be best accom-
plished by a multiple-spindle automatic screw machine. The production of
custom-designed actuator shafts for spacecraft may be best accomplished on a
single-spindle CNC turning center. Within some limitations, existing machinery
and tooling can be reconfigured to accommodate economically different product
volumes and mixes. The match between equipment capability and the nature of
demand should be a major factor in machinery development and purchasing.

These operational factors - time, quality, and the nature of demand - of-
ten interact. Rework increases run time and throughput time, increasing labor,
equipment, and inventory costs. Long setups limit the ability of a process to pro-
duce economically in small lots. Good quality that is achieved by intensive in-
spection comes at the expense of longer throughput time.
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APPENDIX C

MS&T Precision Fabrication Projects

The attached list shows MS&T precision fabrication projects that were active
as of September 1993. The data are stored in a Microsoft Access data base and
were compiled from Army, Navy, and Air Force project books as well as from
various individuals within DoD. The primary source for each project's informa-
tion is listed.
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Precision Fabrication Projects

-0 [Chemicai Vapor v 'if•iraon of Ceramic Matx Composites

Liin~qI Ai Force[iZI
[j~~ MonScience program. Develop CMCs and the associated manufacturing processes

•to meet Integrated High Performance Turbine Engine requirements. Develop process
sensors to collect and food forward data to process controllers. Monto process In
real time, obt*ize fiber architecture. and implement model-based control.

FwdW*tl limaled Cost 71$3 600ý

Io Est. 7/93 Start. No Completion date determined.

[I~]11992 Project Book. p. 105

•]Coatings roduclbily

[I r*QAw .1ýl Force [ ý ýun X ]
[j~ Develop coaling application techniques and process control for an advanced

ox~dation-resstnt materilo developed under a previous ManTech effort. Apply to
SF-199 engine.

~~ owo Esiate Cost 1300

RIerence:I LSchulz fax. 10129192
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Precision Fabrication Projects

JDuctile Iron

[I ~~lEstablish a computer model that assists the engineer In designing mols and patern
;used to cast ductile Iron. Include green sand, lost foam, and no-bolce mold
processes. Congressionally directed.

roEl bin~td Co*t S.O

Li~~~I Scthutz fox, 10/9/9

ýIxlble Automated Weldin for Blade Tip R~epair

I ttfVAWW Jr Force [ j~ [nd jl
[j~JRepTech program. Develop semni-automnatic or automatic processes for repair of

crystal and directionally solidified turbine engine blade tips.

Li~~ Est. 4/93 Start. 12/96 Completion.
Develop a Flexible Automated Welding Machine (FAWM).
Establish an automated blade lip repair cell using the FAWM.
Implement the cell at the Oldahomo City ALC. Reduce scrap by 30 percent.

11992 Project Book. p. 204
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Precision Fabrication Projects

' Mochine Tool Sensors: Dimensional & Surface Profile Measurement

ftjjffMj JA Force [ ~ ~ Z
Devlopa cpoctat wiconoctanaogprobe and a copacitative arra

dlmenurlkn meoasement system to check the dimensions of compex shapeS.

i m3/91 Start. 7/93 Compleflon.
Demonstrate on a plasmo-orc turning center.

11992 Project Book. p. 141

•" Machine Tool Sensors: Tr-Beam Gage for Turning Centers

I ttt A Force ýne

S o Developanoptical v-bloc gage for measurng diometer of turned ports on-
machine a In-process.

3/91 Start. 6/93 Completion.

kterece:11992 Project Book. p. 139
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Precision Fabrication Projects

iftl Metal Forming Simulation

[I~~ Repgc hprograrn. Establish a3-0 CAO/CAM/CAEsystm to siulate theGueil
ý(rubber-pod) sheet metal fominhg process. Apply to operations at Adr Logistics
Centers.

[ ~~ eIdiEsimaled Cod-S.0

Ei~ Est -2/93 Start. 6/96 Completion.
Phase 1: Define system requirements.
Phase II: Develop analytical model.
Phase Ill: Demonstrate system at Warner-Robins ALC.

[I 11992 Project Book,. P. 198

TWI3- Meta-l Matri Composites

[I~~ Establish processes to reduce the cost of mnanufactufin TI mnatri composite by at
Weas 50 percent via cycle timne reduction, low-cost tooling, and efficient Inspection.
(Congressionally directed)

L ~~~ f dro A b smld Coe. I206I

iSchulz fox. 10/29/92
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Precision Fabrication Projects

oationai Center for Moanufctuftn Science

[I fftftIJ* Force [ ~ Zi
IC~ onraess~loally-directed grant.

~~~~ otld EsirMatd Ca&$400
LII

F-f-W--W-] im Project Bookc p. 136~

SPremlum Quality Titanium Aicy Disks

I fttn& '•4] Ik Fa-.e J unod

L i~~ lEstablis new processes for preparation of Ti alloys for gas turbin engin compressor
disks. Minimize Type I and Type II defects and high density inclusions. Emphasize
process cleanliness and nondlestructie test equipment.

~ f te Ism e CF $4196 t

[IIIM a f9/89 Start. 6/94 Completion.
Phase I: pilot-scale demonstration.
Phase II: scale-up to commercial practice levels.

11992 Project Book. p. 124
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Precision Fabrication Projects

Reoctive Fragment Warhead Program

[IOMM" ] ýArForce [ ~ I Z
l air missile warheads.

Ei~~ New Start. Est. 5/93 Start. 6/96 Completion.
Phase 1: Establsh now process design.
Phase It: Fabrcate production hardware and vaklate process.
Phase III: Demonsftate capablity to produce 50,000 filled fragments per month at a
production cosd of less than S11 per unit. Baseline capability Is 200 units per month
at a unit cost of $650.

L-Rift-wnI 11992 Project Boo-k p. 154

F-Me-l Rhi Wall Castings

ft[It =:= ýl Force[i Z ]
[I~~ IDevelop the copablty to manufacture fthin light weight nik~el exhaust nozzle liners.

~Also. develop a porous coating/cooling system for thin liners.

~~M Codl tomte C.* 300

RefeenceI Schulz fam 10/29/92
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Precision Fabrication Projects

angurn AlumMOld and Titanum MaRy FORl

I tt " ý ArFarce :][jýEj ZI]e
i Reduce the cost and lea time, and lincrea the quality and yield, of TiAI and Ti
alloy oll used in continuous fber (SISC) metal matrix composites. Applications include
laircraft and missile structures and engine components.

L ~ dor Eslbes Cod: to. n pa

Li~ 9/91 Start. 1/95 Completion.
Phase I: Develop plasma spray preform.
Phase It: Production of 14-inch wide near-alpha and alpho-2 TAJ prefonns
Phase III: Production of 26-inch wide alpha-2 TAJ preforms

I Ilfee]1 1992 Project Book. p. 144

Titanium luminide Composite Engine Structures

~ fr~MonScience program. Evaluate alternative fabrication techniques Includig foll-
fiber-toL oplasma spray, tape casting, cold spray, and physical vapor deposition.
Expand process understanding for the most promising processes.

cli Eds&ae ol $4,710ý

L io. 9/91 Start. 1/95 Completion.
Phase I: Assess farIcation alternatives and identify produciblilty gaps.
Phase II: Establish scientific basis for processes through controlled expeutments.
Phase III: Demonstrate production of turbine engine components leading to 200C
increase in compressor temperature and reducing compressor weight by 50 percent.

Refernce:1992 Project Book. p. 112
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Precision Fabrication Projects

pManiurmMatrix Composite Initiative: Engine Components

RW~r JA Foc ::]=1k Funded

!on gas turbine engine exhaust nozzle lnkcs.

F oddnqý ýbW ImaKd Cod- $9,51 5

9,515 L-- j $0

Ei~9/91 Start. 2/95 Completion.
Reduce cost of TI-motrix composite engine ports by 50 percent from 1991 to 1995.

[I~~~11992 Project Book. p. 128

onl um Motrix Composite Initliatve: Exhaust Nozzle Components

L~ Optimize produciblfity, improve quaity. and reduce manufacturing cost of

olal ýb Edralmld $-750-

M~lstoes:9/91 Start. 5/95 Completion.

hfmno:1992 Project Book, p. 128
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Precision Fabrication Projects

*fm Maftr Composite hffitiaie: Mode Strut

[jtv* WW ýl Force z ~ I
LIDethe a codt-effec manufacturng proces for the nozzle mode shut of the F1• 1

IPW229 engine. improve pre-form manufacture by tap. casting.

~~ otd Fsms Co* LiiIII

i ihfwc Start. 1/94 Compleftlo.

L
[I II•/ : 11992 rojet WoI p. 128

Tanium MatIx Composite Initiative: Ring Inserts

j Optimize the producibilly. inprove toe quaty. and reduce We manufacturing cost
of r[ng Inserts for com2/ esor roto. of advanced gos turbine engines. Establi a
continuous toape casting pro-form process aitomnate pro-form loyup, and

idernonstrote multi-port tooi fixturing.

~Fabrlcate different size ring Inserts out of 10 different matolx alloys.

eeoce:i 11992 Project Book. p. 128
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Precision Fabrication Projects

d *ed Titanium Aircraft Stuctures

IProduce large. structuraly ef•fcient. Welded TI ome le for advanced fghter
aircroft plimary structures.

Lis~o EM L =:K Is
l I~ Est. 8/93 Start. No Completion date yet specified.

Phase i: Identify candidate fighter aircraft primary structures.
Phase II: Demonstrate weld processes, tooln and qual"y procedures.
Phase III: Fabricate ful-scaoe tes articles.

JIW ft)9ec Bookc p. 145

ti-Il of Refractory Coatings by Sputterfng

LI Taskc • .M3. Develop a sputfte systern to deposit refractory metals (vice Currently
used chromium) to the Interior of large-calber cannon bores. at temperatures down
to 70C.

Mo FY9 cod to03

Li~IFY93/94 Into. Summciy, p. 57
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Precision Fabrication Projects

ýutomnott Image Recognition and Mcraniuato

L I~~~Task ST7O1. Desig a geneai-pqxos. sysem for the saitig and asaernbgy of fuwze
components. The sysem sMould be self-teochlng (amtfclaly intefgent) and cmcle
of handlng parts preseted In random otlentaftons.

~~ Y1OaI EsdMald Cc& 1.~

Li~IFY93/94 info. Summarxy. p. 62

[j~ Dimenslond Gouging of Engine Componets

[j~~ ~rask #T70. Develop a dlgfta gouging system to memsre. diuxn setup and
Processhng production pofts in the RRAD 6V53 diesel engie rebri facty.

Relesnce: FV93/94 Info. Summary. p. 64
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Precision Fabrication Projects

J-ii ~ tiles Ion Casting

[II~lCharacterize material. develop test specifications. develop proceSs modeOL.
establis producer certification standards. and Irriplerent a mnanufacturing ceol at
the Rock Wsand Am'endl. Demonstrate on 156mm M864 round. 158mm XM982 round.
land tank trock systems. Congresslonolly directed.

ti~ Complete charcterzation, specifications, slawdards~ and models in 1993.
~Build Rotating Band Welding machine In 1993; prove-out in 1994.
Complete ammuniton demonstrations in 1996.
Funds beyond FY95 for testing of tank treads and suspensions in 1997.

[Ii~~~~IF. del Carmen

IErnronmentdilly Acceptable Processes

ask8901. eveoptechniques to reduce pollution. ensure environmental

F-wo--- b roaEuhatsd co* $4.423

Refernce:FY93/94 Info. Summary. p. 58
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Precision Fabrication Projects

Flexbe Ammuniton

[j~]Congresslonilty directed. At Scranton ammunition plant.

otd alnaed Cd $7,500cd t

Isfemn18:1111 Donnelly

limproved Broaching of UDIMET 720

[j~] ask #7605. Develop an Improved technology for the broaching blade mountin

oft' InV93/9A In7o 0 Summryin p. ie56 Teedc reue nT80OdT

engm.Exoin brac maerC-dsgadpocs15oees.ipoenn



Precision Fabrication Projects

SIMaterdals Testing Technology

[jj~~~~ It=s 65. Provide new methods for Inspection~ or process control of materiel in or
ischeduled for production. In service, In storage, or undergoing rebuid.

rmtd. *or,,,•tdCod- $7.613

, FY3/94 info, Summary. p. 5

SJIVMedlium Duty Mat

, ej l •Task #3868. Develop a manufacturing process for fabricating landing mat using al-
bonded techniques, eliminating the need for clean-room and welding.

F~WLn ýolll Eulmated CoA $491

eference: IFY93/94 Info. Summary, p. 52
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Precision Fabrication Projects

Optical Process Panning

Li~ 1,05k #9060 Develop a generative process planner/cost estimator that allows optical
*istems designersi to malke cost, deuIgn. and manufacturing trade-of f using a CAD
workstation.

"otlEimatd- Cod:5236

[I~~ FV3/94 into. Summary. p. 60

Li~~ TICAM for Spercal Grinding and Finishin

I~ pwmv ýry :Z1 Dý ZI]de
F Dmj WW-c ~Tosk #8934. Develop 5-amds CNC mochlnery for the fabrication of tight-tolerance.

fsingle-lens optics. Features Include closed-loop lens measurement and tool wear
~compensation and parametric programmning of generic spherical surfaces.

Aelernce:FV93/94 Info. Summary. p. 58
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Precision Fabrication Projects

Paaeters of Lens Grinding

[jj~] ~ras #09M. Perform Quanftitati analyes of the key parameters in lens grinding and
Jpolishing. Develop a generic, statlsficcaty-bosed optimum process for the primary
ýglosses most used In military optics.

o66 himeled Co* 3,1

[I~~IFY93/94 Info. Summary. p. 60

Eii- F Fr;mSocwng

[j~~~J Task #903. Develop tooling for use with the OPTICCAM PM machiining center. Tooling
#Miud be compatile with automatic tool changers. should handle a wide variety of

pim.and feature Quick setup.

I tm;el Esimated Co** $2,K373

h~e~noe:FY93/94 Info. Summary. p. 59
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Precision Fabrication Projects

-TA9oduction and casting of Barium-strontium-Tltanate

~~TFsk #3223. Develop moss production technkiqes riat Improve yield and throughput
of ferrite phate shifters. Meet requirements for dynamic temperature range.
hysteresis, and magnetic flux effects.

LF Nntel Euimoted Coek 24

LI~IFY93/94 Info. Summary. p. 52

Production Engineering Tools

L~7 Vwtfqý LJm D E ZIZo
T ask#71A14. Develop analytical tools that pe~rmit producbloty analyses during the
concep development stage of weapon systemn design. include product

pilfication ruies materials selection data, design standards for integration, quality
and tooling data, and facilities; considerations.

~ MatEdulmad Cad-: $46579

Retrece-1 FV93/94 Info, Summary. p. 66
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Precision Fabrication Projects

S. asonc Tube Wall Thickness

I • :J I'9/4 P noM . SmaryT. p. 64

Tak ,T10. Develop automatic equipment and software to measure f wd gun
tube thickness. Evolve from current manual process.

J

P7 dnJ ToteiEamad"Co* ~ $130

III

L e�:F Y93/9a Info. Summary. P.64

FI U] Fastener Identification and Validaltion Systemn Development

[ii~ ~Develop tools for performing recelvlng-Inspectlon of selected geomnetric aid
Imetallurgical fastener attilbues. Validate thsat received material quality

corespndsto order and Identify material Mhat arrives with inp4'oWe documentation.

FRMcfZ tj bld Ealmded Cot I25I

EI**n] 7/91 Start. 9/94 Completion.
Beta test at Defense Depot Sesquehanna, Pennsylvania.
Identify an unknown Item In less than one minute.

Refeeno: JDan Gearing
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Precision Fabrication Projects

Visio and Imagin Processes for Gear Inspection and Production

[7~ Studies to replac, human visual Inspection of aircraft gear with video canreras aid
wmage-processlng computers. Establish basis tor application to any product reqLUllV
idetection of surface flaws.

Li~~I telEswimed Cosk. $300

Lj~ 4/91 Start. 5/94 Completion.
Demonstrate quality and resolution of video images to detect and discriminate
amtong surface flaws.
.Develop a prototype operator-assisted computer vision system to perfor, - -ýxterlor

Ifwdetection. Interior flaw detection. and spiral bevel gear contact pc -- analysis.

E~ Dan Gearing

ýcceptablflty of Surface Preparation Cleaner

controlq pW. ýryerforencprvded b

Deemieth nvrnmna accepabiityhwf and safety requirements for

Esrie _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __]

Defernce:Navy ManTech Program Summary
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Precision Fabrication Projects

ýdvanwced Consumdables for Welding So- 100 lad Strength SteelsI ~ IIZZIII ~IZ I

[I~ Pevelop Nolr wire metal for welding HSLA-80 and HSLA-100 CHigh-Strength, Low AlOY)
steels (also con be appled to HY-80 and HY-100 steel).

~ oldwbiae o $887

IMkm Start 10/90. Completion 9/93.
loSiWr e wire with yield strength - 82 kls in matched applicatlons and 88 lka In
undermatched applications.
120S-derNvatfve wire with yield strength a 102 ksl in non-undermatched applications.

'Alloy optimization to be considered In a follow-on project.

Li~~~11992 Project Book. p. 112

[io:,F danced Machine Tool Controllers

ftt* AW ] Navy Ei~ ~ne

ola Estmaed pilS2lm

SMene~s: Phase I: Demonstrate a simple open architecture controller on a Monarch
machining center.
Phase II: Build a prototype controller based on NGC open architecture. Include
capability to emulate Allen-Bradley, GE 2000, and Fanuc 10 controllers.

Refeence:i 1Navy ManTech Program Summary
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Precision Fabrication Projects

Me._ dvane MaChIne Tool Structures

~ Design and build a prototype mulitlaxis machining center with greater accuracy
land flexlbility than curently ovalle. Note: cooperative effort with Ingersol Milling
NIST will develop a metrology ystem to coordinate and monitor machine acitivtles.

~~ ri dote gmld Co* ~ $I'0

I I-*,: INovy MonTech Progr= Summry

To Advanced Propulsor Monufacturing Technology

i Develop and Integrate blade moafacting Cel. NC dmmive n*ng, and low
nspecton technologies. A y to SSN-21 propuhor and surface combatant
r ontrollable-pitch 1propellers.

[jj•: Start 3/91. On-going.
lFunding data not available.

Re~rene:~1992 Project Book. p. I20
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Precision Fabrication Projects

-TM A ýdvonced Refurbihhment of Engine Ports

oiiii qW ~ Izzz INkw J~IZZ
Ei •uesu:braze and weld Inprovements to J52 turbine enghne drfo•k crack repair at

,Navoa Avloaton Depot. Chery Point.

Li~ Start 6/91. Completion 10/94.
Phase I: Needs analysis.
Phase II: Adopt turbofix braze for voalous vone alloys and automate shroud welding.
Phose III: Quality vane repair, blade repair. and coating processes.

[jjN N 1 1992 Project Book. p. 178

ý cffcation of Neural Nets In Motion Control

I wt~9AgW Navy ::

of motion In machine tools.

P odlmabdoe Siloonk

Ree~ene:INavy ManTech Program Summary
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Precision Fabrication Projects

utomoted DOW" and ChOaeI System

~~ D~evelop an automated deburriki system that can be utflied on close tolerancega
;turbin engine components. The system wi include: sensor-baed control. a
process model, and enhanced tool design.

trolkumaO edcosk $1,479

$ $0 s

LStart 9/89. Completion 9/93.

[j~]11992 Prcject Book. p. 24

[j asting of XD Intermetallic Matrix Composites

Develop technologies for predicting significant events associated with the
centr•Jgal costing of comploexy-shopoed components modle of TA•e aloy and

composites.

[I M~k j [Design the SLAT missile fin to have minimum weight.
Determine how to quickly make a quality, low-cost casting of a gun blast diffuser.

R NavI ManTech Program Summawy
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Precision Fabrication Projects

~~lCcsltng Technology Dweveopment

Slimprove the prediction and control of casting though the appficahon of
IRAPID/CAST, a 3-D casting design software program. Software modules include:
1geometry creation, mesh genefation, mold materials, and process charocterization.

FwWM~i roafl bklmasd Cosk. $12.21

$3.551 *.• ss.oo o
It art 4/90. Completion 5/94.

Li~~11992 Project Book p. 152

IO FCoordinate Measuring Machines (CMMs)

L i �Determine current DoD and Indus"y needs for CMMs.

Foitw Euimated Co&. $1.210

Refrene. !Navy MonTech Program Summaryi
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Precision Fabrication Projects

ICritaci screw Thread Measurement 
=~Wýne

Desipia jPertom~ research on gaging methods and develop approaches for compliance with
IMIL-SM879C and P1101-69. Develop a blollography of screwltwead fteratue,
Idetermine the effectiveness of single-element gagling. and recommend changes to
i ANSI standards bringing U.S. practice closer to international practice.

[I ~ tart10/91. On-gowng.
Implement improvements at Pensacola Naval Aviation Depot.

[7j~~~11992 Project Bookc. p. 44

[j~] Dlamond Turning

LftM"W0W INavy ~~X
[I~1 fDevelop a better understanding of the causes Of tool wear in single-point diamond

ýtumlng. The princile application is optics (mirror s). Reduce wear-Induced scatter in
optical workpieces. Materials turned include steel. Be. Mo. and TI.

~ otolarlmoedmord S180ý

[Ii~~Start 10/90. Completion 9/96.
Develop theory of chemIcally-induced tool wear.
Develop lapping techniques that improve finish Without harming figure.

_________1992 Project Bookc. p. 158
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Precision Fabrication Projects

111111 Electrosg Surfacing TechnologY

I, .IDemnrnate the application of electrosog surfacing (ESS) to the buiding and
ioverhaul of Naval vessel main propulsion shafts. ESS is a promising alternative to
s ubmerged arc surfacing, offering double the deposition rote.

rrka otdl fIsimaed CoW.$42

I n Start 10/90. Completion 9/93.
Process development and optmlization.
Volidation testing.
Development of non-destructive test technique.

[jj~~~~11992 Project Book p. 164

Tw: Fabrcafion Proes for High Temperature PM Aluminum Impellers

I PM* AWOY JNavy E~i J~ mie
[jj~ ~Demonstrate application of powder-metol Al alloys (X80'19 and M09) to turbine

compressor components with service temperatures up to 650F. Replace the current
TI forging in the GTC36-200 APU Impeller aboard the F/A-18.

ota-d7 ýll EstmN e CodA&.80

[j: Start 11 /90. Completion 5/94.
Phase 1: Screen potential alloys and optimize manufacturing processes.
Phase II: Using selected material, build impeller, test In the APU. and compile a
material design database.

11l992 Project Book p. 144
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Precision Fabrication Projects

lincreasiing machine Precision

1 I~ Fat*Navy E ýIi~i]
[I~~] hnploment predict"v and prescriptive compensation strateglet with~ emphasis on

Isoftware enhancements rather than hardware modifications.

~ !oaI lEmated CO&: I z2510

L- $M 6 r-7$0 I~ _:ý: =$7W

J LIle Improve the performance ot exstng machine tools an order of magnitude.

[I I Navy ManTech Program Summary

[ intelligent Processing of Materials

L I~ fdw*AW Navy [ unrle
[I X Develop Intelligent processing methods for the manufacture of discrete neor-net-

shape components.

F etal ýk Estmawe CO&:SI

i lhlrence:] FNav/ManTech Program Summary
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Precision Fabrication Projects

If: lIntelligent Weld Process QNELDEXCELL)

LI~ wb* ;cr Navy [7ý ~IIII]e
DL 41~ piDemonstrate feasibility of weld planning software that helps the weld engineer select

!electrodes and process parameters based on material and part requirement.
;Demonstrate the feasibility of a weld cell controller that Initializes a weld robot
1controller and performs seam trackJng and process control (removing the operator

r FweWI edk Edimalled Cost $3.69=0

SMkieele1 Start 12/87. Completion 9/94.
install system at Puget Sound Naval Shipyard.

sfutnce: 1-99 Prject Book. p.8

[I~i Laser Corrosion Cladding
PeO"in Agenýcr. iNavy [i u iIir

[jFJ - Development of a laser-cladding process for applying corrosion-resistant coatings to
HY steel structures. Apply to submarine hull components such as electrical cable
inserts and piping Inserts.

Fun.dn:g ýOa Esimoated C. $2M0

Fil e:I Start 11/90. On-going.
Phase I: Develop process parameters for clad and base materials. Demonstrate
relaxation of preheat and Interpass temperature control for HY-80 steel base.
Phase II: Demonstrate cladding process on specific hull components.

Reference:i 1992 Project Book. p. 168
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Precision Fabrication Projects

SLMser Materials Processing

PWIn[i i Nim y [IiI aZZZ
EDe Ivelop. quaditv. and transfer low moftfe processing technologies. includes loer

cladding of hardfaclng and corrosion resistant mcn-rals, laer welding of NAB,
LASCOR design, and development of portable lam :r docksrde applications.

$97$0

Z • : }Navy ManTech Program Summary

[I'Tft Unear Friction Welding

I Pab ,'O Agency. INavy [ k J IFId
AI Kses the viablty of Unear friction welding In NAVAIR applicatiom.

F Pr- r Wý E-I"" ___
$1724

1 Relierence:i !Navy MonTech Program Summary
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Precision Fabrication Projects

TlU.~ Materials Standards For Powdered Metal Alloys

IMeasur and compile mechanical and physical property data for P/M kally.
Standard properties of strength and ductility will be augmented with~ wear, corrosion.

frtgue. and machinab~lIty.

ýOob kWmasd CO& 1 $975ý

[~~] Navy ManTech Program Summary

[II~ Met-LaxVbrtory Stress Relief Process

[7~~ Evaluate v~bratory relief of residual stresses in gas-metal arc weldments. Compare to

ýdc Emalmaed Ced 16

(sm P orcloner9 IC d o Co n lol

Fietec 11992 Project Book. p. 124
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Precision Fabrication Projects

JMeta Maftr Composites Program

SDoecdp• IEstablish efficient manufacturing techniques for producing cast, disconltnuouudy-
ýreinforced aluminum structural hardware.

hisa $ 1I $2$0 $750

LII

leernce:Navy ManTech Program Summary

[ Mobility for Robotic Welding

jAssess the potential for using robots to increase the mobity of current welding

technologies.

m ot l IFmae Cod $88*,

[ Mjlm eJ IReport summarizing project potential.

hr'ence: Navy ManTech Program Summary i
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Precision Fabrication Projects

Fiij;] (Modern Casting Technology for Ammunition

[wIlam i4WC] JNavy[j und

[I~Ia Demonstrate feasiblity of using cast ductile iron In the fabrication of major caliber
!ammunition (Including 5 inch and 76 mm).

oteld.- Edlmated Co. S$10.549

: Start 8/90. Completion 8/95.
Phase 1: Finite stress and thermal models.
Phase II: Casting trials leading to 6 consecutive castings meeting requirements.
!Phase III: Refinement of pattern/core design and casting proceso leading to 100
,castings.
JPhase IV: Testing and compatablilty demonstration.

[7~~]11992 Project Book. p. 130

[I-] National Joining Center

Pwbffen*" AeCr- JNavy L_ýa~ J~u iIe i

($O (ieiai EsKtim d Co.$207W00

$10,0009$1000s I so
LI~I

Reffence:! INavy ManTech Program Summary
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Precision Fabrication Projects

jNCEMT Rapid Response

!I Respond to Immediate technical problems. Recent examples Include: hull cutting.
'EA-6B arresting hook. and T2-C hat section.

FunnIUM! d EstMimalled C... 8,7LJ00mi _ _so [=7o
Ndor F Fiiý7~~7 Cost to Complet

$4.181 =$9 S Z0

bls,,,e. INavy ManTech Pro•am Summary

ET-Me lNew Surface Preparation and Coaling Repair Techniques In Ballast Tanks

PwNav y• . I•[v J-- nded
[je4:l T Test and evaluate Immetion-grade coating systems In the mock-up bailastic tanks at

Jacksonville. FL Scope includes surface-tolerant and VOC-compllant coatings.

LIdo1 F"a Eome Cs $59

SReltrnno: INavy ManTech Program Summary
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Precision Fabrication Projects

F-78 Optrnlzlo~n of Small-size File WeldsI Ialm ý NN

J IDevelop techniques and equipment to manufacture 118 inch fillet welds semi-
automaticaly.

FFWV ot09 Eslmold CO*t: $75

LI~I

E~~J Navy Man~ech Program Summary

F [ ] Optimized Weldment Properties In HY-i 00 Steel Submarine Structures

DIow Develop optimized weld properties (yield strength) for HY-100 steel. Explore
undermatchlng weld filhlr to structural materials.

i Start4/91 Completion 7/93.
Formulate HY-100 steel weld fabrication documents.
Validation/Certtlication Plan for SSN-21 pressure hull weld system.
Methodology to analyze mechanical response of weld joints.

[hfeen:l 11992 Project Book p. 122
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Precision Fabrication Projects

plasma Spray Sensor Development

SAssess the potential for Integrating sensor-based inspection technitues Into the
iplasma spray cell being developed at NCEMT.

Totld Ed~maed CO* j$5

(I : IReport summarizing the potentil tor a joint AMRF/NCEMT project.

L-Re ]eoei INavy ManTech Program Summary

E 1 IPlasma Spray/CNC Integration

!Aefmyng V A=W Navy tiý~ P~IIZ
[ I~ ] Integrate plasma spray and CNC technologies Into an automated system for

shipyard part repair. Major equipment components to be Integrated ore: vertical
eurmlng center, grit blaster. digital control plasma thermal spray unit. dust

collection unit, and cell controller.

Rrcbt al Esmtlmld Cod- $37933

$3,015 =$778 C

EiMN=*dwm-: Start 1/90. Completion 9/93.
Phase I: System definition.
Phase II: Prototype system development.
Phase III: Installation at Puget Sound Naval Shipyard.

Refernne:: 11992 Project Book. p. 10
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Precision Fabrication Projects

-Ti 1Powder injection Molding

[I 1AInt ý Navy [StkW ZZI]e
[I~~[Develop PIM alternatives to small, complex-shapoed Ports currently mavchined from

bar stock and castngs. Identify potential NAVAIR applications. quality the process
,for NAVAIR application. and demonstrate on a production part.

Pdrel Eu1IW neled Ca*. S5.69-

Start 1/91. Completio 5/95.

[I~~~11992 Project Book. p. 148

[ji] JPowder Metallurgy Initiative

[IJ~Novy [J ZI]j ~we
Li~] rAddress key technologies critica to the applicallion of powdered-metal parts to DoD

systems. Evaluate Quality Issues, new processes. new materials, and design concepts.

FRasNg:k otol Bmeled Ca&. $ 7-,2-9 6

197 $ .7
Mlleloeg:Start 3/90. Completion 9/95.

Refernce:1992 Project Book p. 154
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Precision Fabrication Projects

FWrecislon Electro-mechanical Actuators

[I~ ~*uy the use of precision electro-mnechonlcal actuators in servo systems for single
ipoint turning of complex geometries. Concentrate on high-sliffness, low-weight
1materials. Develop a prototype linear actuator-based fast tool servo with voice col
tand ceramic ram.

F4 oW Esimoled Co*. ~ l

INavy ManTech Program Summary

•" Precision Machining of Advanced Materials

[jDeI Develop a faclity that contains a wide range of computer-controlled machines for
fabriating N'g"h-preclson components from advanced materials. Conduct research
In ceramic grinding, dliamondl turning. and hard tuming.

otalK-r4 Est~mate Co*- $2.660
(sow).

eferen~e:I Navy ManTech Program Summary I
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Precision Fabrication Projects

lQuality In Automaltion

I NavII | In IIZ
[Iw**] 6;;e;w a closedlo qualfly control archt~ecture tor discrete part manuacturing.

!Focus on 1) Improve machine tool structural components, 2) modIfy feedback
systems to compensate for systematic machine tool errors. 3) provide in-process and
lprocess-Intermittent measurements of part errors, and 4) provide post-process

Li. Start 10/90. Completion 9/93.

Ushmce:1992 Project Book. p. 36_

Fiiie. Robotic Guinding of Weld Beads

[IWl . INavy E ="
[Assess the potential for using robotics to Increase the efficiency of automated

grinding ot weld beads.

[i~ ~~ý] ol umated C*.*$5

[Ljjel l: Report summarizing project potential.

Retenog:l INavy ManTech Program Summary
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Precision Fabrication Projects

Pei-~solid Metciworldng77 7

[I~~} Explor, the status of semi-solid metciwoddng technology. wohich incorporates
lelements of costing and forging to produce very low porosity parts. identify
ipotentlo Nocy applications and barriers to its use.

Z~~] Ncavy ManTech Program Summory

Li*ý] * ry, Feedback In Adaptive Machining

I Ktn9W7r IayEi~~ne

imerence:e, JNavy ManTech Program Summary-
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Precision Fabrication Projects

*ay Metal Forminfg

LI~ Demonstrate a neor-net-shape spray metdi forming process for components made
of inconel 625 (NI-bsed supercioy for torpedo ftbes. Shaft seOILs seeves, and
bearngs, gas turbine engine applications). Congressionaly directed.

'FwkVý 7ok! EmaW COA 0-0-

1 'Start 11/90. Completion 9/94.
Define scaling parameters to expand pilot Wne to large-scole faclit.
Build large-scale facility.
Confirm process controls by certification of fullscale components.

[ 11992 Project Book. p. 119

TM. hrrnomechanlcal Processing of Gears

IPedomsng"geflc~y- a E~XZ] Z I IZd
[j~~ Develop a double-die ausrolling machine that Integrates Induction heat treatment

and gear rolling. Machine capabilit to Include up to 8 Inch diameter gear with
tooth pitches between 6 and 32. Demonstrate on a 5.2 inch, 8.1 pitch diameter spur
gear.

kfflndW ýotalEst'Mate Cosk F$5, 137

[ Iile : Start 10/88. Completion 9/93.
Specificatton and construction of Induction heating machine and controller.
Specification and construction of ausroller and controller.
Integration of ausroler and heating modules.

e e 1992 Project Book p. 146
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Precision Fabrication Projects

F -ft- *ckSection Weld~ng with Fiber Optic Delivered Nd:YAG Laow

ztt* ~W ýIzzz zý ýuizz
~~ Develop a concept design and specification for an automated shipboard system.

Pvlpweld process parameters.

f'T*We Edinailed Co*. $71257

I~~] Navy MonTech Program Summary

LiT17 11itoniumn Alumlnle XD Composite

[IDew JProcessing of 7~wl Wnermotallc alloys reinforced with T182 particles. Prepare Ingoft
and near-net-shape castings; establish parorneters for rollng forging, extruding.
~pressing. and superplastic farming Into airframe and engine componenfts fabricate
demonstration component&, generate data for MIL-I4DBK-S.

[ tLlnido $1,784 7 K $

Lj~ Start 10/90. Completlon 12/93.
Phase 1: Assess existing manufacturing capabiities of the XD process
Phase It: Scale-up casting process for XD TLAI.
Phase III: Demonstrate production of SLAT missile fin and F/A-lB8 gun blast diffuser.
Phase IV: Production scale-up. component tests. and flight qualification.

Refueoe:11992 Project Book~ p. 134
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Precision Fabrication Projects

E~] ugste Allo Pentrators

SaiaIpklonI IDemonstrate advanced materals. processes, and designs for W alloy penetrators
Sused in the Block II Phalanx system. Explore the effects of Fe/Ni and Co/Ni liquid-

!Phase matrix aloys on penetrator processing and performance. Investigate roll
torming and powder metal processes.

LLWM eota Esimftad Co** $2,298

iew s: Strt 5/91. Completion9/93.

11992 Project Book. p.13

[I fi UlTasonic Sensors
P evdgAgn: =.I [o IZ]u

Kemlo] Monitor. In-process. the surface finish of gas turbine engine shafts and discs via a
signal coupled by the coolant streamn of a CNC loft*.

otlal Estmated Cod- $155

SMile�to:] Fstart 10/91. Completion 9/93.
Resolve average surface roughness to submicron accuracy over a nominal rougness
range from 0 to several microns.

iRfesence:j 11992 Project Book. p. 26
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Precision Fabrication Projects

SVS-*eotapes on Advanced Ship Production

[i Di Develop a video short course on concepts of advanced ship production for
presentation to shioyard skilled trades and apprentice school programs.

telnmi ýb Ealmaled Cast. =62

so L -s I'---jt

Li~~] Navy ManTech Program Summary

[ii3 orlc-l~ty Test ystem 'Atfa of Formablll

l ~IDevelop a reference bookl Incorporating forming matedl1 mechanica properle
Smlcrostructural data for deformation process opthl otion. Mechanical

Oroperties Include: stresstrain at elevated temperature. wouabllity and forming
limits. Materials Include A1 6061, A1 7050. chromium steel. Inconel 600. and Inconel

FWWdWg V06 Ekmilald Co*. $6.893

Li~ Start 1/90. Completion 9/94.

kReWncea: 1992 Project Book. p. 150
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